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Navoiy
Navoi is a real oasis in the steppe. It is one of the youngest cities in Uzbekistan. The city has great economic value, and it is a large
industrial center of the western part of Uzbekistan. One can observe that the city has become a kind of outpost for the
reclamation of desert land.
Recently, Navoi has become one of Uzbekistan’s leading industrial centers. This is thanks to various businesses flourishing in the
city; for instance, the Navoi Mining and Metallurgical Plant, which produces gold, the ‘Navoiyazot’ JSC, specializing in the
production of mineral fertilizers, ammonia and artificial fiber, nitron, as well as an electrochemical plant. Among other things,
there is Navoi`s TPP, which is the largest in Uzbekistan, ‘Kyzylkumcement’ JSC, and many other significant industrial facilities.
Recently Navoi has become the first full-fledged free zone in the CIS – a FEZ (Free Economic Zone).
One of the main objectives of the regional branch of GRATA International in the city of Navoi is the legal support of national and
foreign companies which are involved in business activities in Navoi, Bukhara and Samarkand regions. The opening of GRATA
International’s regional branch in Navoi provides business enterprises of within the city and its neighboring regions with access
to high-quality legal services in the countries serviced by GRATA International.
GRATA International is able to offer an array of legal services with which we have considerable experience across a wide range of
areas including project finance transactions, corporate M&A services, taxation issues, intellectual property, litigation and
international standards in the corporate management sphere, along with many others. Our experience and expertise mean
GRATA International can easily solve the existing issues companies may have, and anticipate and deal with potential problems
ahead of time.
Our team of lawyers in Uzbekistan includes practitioners who have strong academic backgrounds from prestigious western
universities and solid professional experience in their relevant areas.
Our lawyers are ranked on a regular basis by the leading legal ranking agencies, such as Chambers and Partners, Legal 500,
IFLR1000, Asia Business Law Journal, Who is Who Legal, Martindale, and others.

Ташкент
Our team of lawyers in Uzbekistan includes practitioners who have strong academic background from prestigious Western
universities and solid professional experience in their relevant areas.
Our reputation as the most reliable advisor in the region results from our continued commitment to the improvement of our
services and the firm’s unique atmosphere of teamwork, flexibility, creativity and responsiveness.
Based on our considerable experience, we offer a wide range of legal services in a variety of areas, including project finance
transactions, corporate mergers and acquisitions, taxation, intellectual property, litigation, and we also follow international
standards in corporate management and many others. With such knowledge and experience, we can resolve existing issues and
eliminate potential problems of your company.
Our lawyers are ranked on regular basis by the leading legal ranking agencies, such as Chambers and Partners, Legal 500,
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IFLR1000, Asia Business Law Journal, Who is Who Legal, Martindale and others.
We think that it is of the utmost importance that we make ourselves available to our clients 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.
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Recognition

China Business Law Journal,
Угода року, 2016
Угода року – Енергетика і природні
ресурси 2016

Команда спеціалістів
Maruf Muzaffarov

Adeliya Medjitova

Representative in Navoiy

Contracts Manager

Navoiy, Узбекистан

Ташкент, Узбекистан

+9 (9879) 225 2422

+998 (71) 230 2422

+9 (9897) 770 9138

amedjitova@gratanet.com

mmuzaffarov@gratanet.com

Atabek Sharipov

Bakhodir Jabborov

Partner, Head of Banking & Finance
Practice in Uzbekistan, Head of
Turkmenistan Desk

Managing partner
Ташкент, Узбекистан
+9 (9871) 230 2422

Ашгабат, Туркменістан

+9 (9890) 970 8390

Ташкент, Узбекистан

bjabborov@gratanet.com

+9 9871 233 2623
+9 9890 370 1847
asharipov@gratanet.com
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Dilorom Yuldasheva

Irina Obukhova

Senior Associate

Attorney at law, Head of Dispute
Resolution Practice

Ташкент, Узбекистан

Ташкент, Узбекистан

+9 9871 230 2422
dyuldasheva@gratanet.com

+9 9893 578 0629
iobukhova@gratanet.com

Mirzaaziz Ruziev

Nodir Yuldashev

Senior lawyer, Head of Corporate
Practice

Partner

Ташкент, Узбекистан

Ташкент, Узбекистан
+9 (9871) 230 2422

+9 9897 707 3110

nyuldashev@gratanet.com

mruziev@gratanet.com

Rustam Akramov

Tatyana Popovkina

Senior Associate, Head of
Commercial Practice

Associate
Ташкент, Узбекистан

Ташкент, Узбекистан

+9 (9871) 230 24 22

+9 9890 940 94 05

tpopovkina@gratanet.com

rakramov@gratanet.com

Аnora Turakhujaeva
Associate
Ташкент, Узбекистан
+9 (9871) 230-2422
aturakhujaeva@gratanet.com

Ключові контакти
Dilorom Yuldasheva

Maruf Muzaffarov

Senior Associate

Representative in Navoiy

Ташкент, Узбекистан

Navoiy, Узбекистан

+9 9871 230 2422

+9 (9879) 225 2422

dyuldasheva@gratanet.com

+9 (9897) 770 9138
mmuzaffarov@gratanet.com
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Bakhodir Jabborov
Managing partner
Ташкент, Узбекистан
+9 (9871) 230 2422
+9 (9890) 970 8390
bjabborov@gratanet.com
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